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Abstract. In this paper a real-time Indoor Positioning
System (IPS) based on Visible Light Communication (VLC)
is proposed, deployed and studied. It is composed of nine
LED-based VLC transmitters instaled in the ceilling of an
indoor invironment, each of them transmitting different ID
codes that are detected by a photodiode-based mobile correlator receiver. The receiver is able to measure the distance between itself and the transmitters and use this information to estimate its own position in the environment. The
distances are measured using Received Signal Strength
(RSS), where initial experiments were executed in order to
determine physical parameters of the system. Then, the 2D
or 3D position is estimated by the receiver using multilateration in real-time. This paper also brings tests and discussions regarding the accuracy achieved by the deployed
system.
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1. Introduction
The current outdoor positioning systems, such as
Global Positioning System (GPS) and Global Navigation
Satellite System (GLONASS) are widely available in many
devices in the market since the 90’s, and it has brought the
possibility to know our location and the location of any
devices around the world [1]. It is difficult to imagine our
lives without the benefits of this technology when tracing
routes throughout the streets and roads, for example.
However, considering the positioning inside public or
private places, it is not possible to visualize the same scenario. For instance, inside buildings, metro stations, factories, sheds, and other sites GPS and other satellite-based
positioning systems do not have the same accuracy as outside, or they do not work with the same reliability, some-
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times reaching an error of several dozens of meters [2]. On
the other hand, in indoor environments, some positioning
methods exist, but these technologies are not so popular
and/or are limited by accuracy, complexity, cost, power
consumption, range, robustness and scalability [3]–[6].
This is the reason why Visible Light Communication
prospects a promising solution for indoor localization systems, where the same source of light might be used for
illumination, communication and positioning through the
modulation of commercially available light-emitting diodes
(LEDs) [7]. These advantages are reinforced by the fact
that such systems can achieve high bandwidth, low latency,
and high positioning accuracy using license-free spectrum
immune to electromagnetic interferences [8], [9].
In addition to these advantages, the wide variety of
different approaches of modulation, multiplexing, sensing,
demodulation, position estimation, tracking and localization strategies proposed by several authors motivates this
study. It leads to an extensive number of different technology combinations to be studied in order to find results with
promising accuracy, reliability, and scalability [3],
[10]–[13], [16].
In this sense, the present work deals with the practical
results of a real-time IPS deployed in an office environment using nine VLC-based transmitters and one photodiode-based receiver. The goal of this system is to combine
several techniques such as: On-Off Keying (OOK) NonReturn to Zero (NRZ) modulation with low cross-correlation preambles, Time Division Multiplexing (TDM), Received Signal Strength (RSS), correction of the light fixtures’ directivity and a dynamic technique of multilateration for achieving a good performance real-time indoor
positioning system.
This article is organized as follows: Section 2 does
an overview of the design of the IPS; Section 3 describes
the positioning algorithm deployed; Section 4 presents the
results achieved by the proposed positioning system; Section 5 discusses the results presented by Section 4; and Section 6 brings a conclusion of the work presented in this
paper.
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2. Description of the System
The prototype of the VLC IPS was realized in a room
with 8 m × 3.8 m × 2.6 m in which 20 light fixtures were
evenly installed so that 9 of them were connected to transmitters, while the 11 remaining were connected to currentcontrolled power supplies as it is shown in Fig. 1 and
Fig. 2.
The arrangement of the 9 transmitters allowed the estimation of the mobile receiver’s position using multilateration in the majority of the room area and also contributed
to a better understanding of the effect of the reflections
coming from the walls in the position accuracy. In addition,
the remaining 11 light fixtures guaranteed an even illuminance in the entire room area.
All transmitter boards were connected through RS485 to an interface board responsible for scheduling the
TDM communication, and each one of them received
a different identification code so that only one transmitter
modulates its own code at a time. The modulation and
control of transmitter functions were coordinated by a microcontroller unit (MCU).
In the receiver, a photodiode-based circuit with a transimpedance amplifier was responsible for transforming the
light signals into voltage levels in a printed circuit board
(PCB) designed specifically for this purpose. As shown in
Fig. 3, this board was connected to a mini computer in
which a decoding process was performed using a correlator

Fig. 3. VLC IPS block diagram: the connection between one
transmitter and the receiver and their sub-components.

Fig. 4. Unidirectional VLC optical channels.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 5. VLC IPS hardware: (a) transmitter; (b) interface board;
(c) receiver (designed PCB).

receiver so that it was possible to identify from which light
fixtures the signals were coming. The mini-computer was
also responsible for the RSS calculations and for performing real-time positioning algorithms.
Fig. 1. Distribution of the light fixtures in the room:
connected to transmitters (red) and connected to
standard power supplies (yellow).

It is important to point out that the transmission is
unidirectional from transmitter to receiver, as it is shown
by Fig. 4. This way, no acknowledgement or retransmission of a single ID message is possible. Thus, if any of the
signals received from the transmitters was identified as
erroneous or corrupted it was dropped in order to have realtime position estimations.
The final design of the VLC IPS hardware, consisting
of transmitter, interface and receiver printed circuit boards
is shown in Fig. 5.

3. Positioning Algorithm
3.1 Distance Estimation
Fig. 2. Light fixtures
installation.

connected

to

transmitters

after

First, the distance between the LEDs and the receiver
was calculated using RSS [14]:
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(1)

where Pr is received power, Pt is transmitted power, d is the
distance between transmitter and receiver, Rt(φ) is the
transmitter radiant intensity which depends on the radiation
angle (φ) and Aeff(ψ) is the effective signal receiving area
that is a function of the receiving angle (ψ).
As the photodiode utilized had a built-in lens with the
purpose of maximizing Aeff for a wide receiving angle
range, it was considered as a constant kA for any receiving
angle.
On the other hand, it was not possible to use the same
consideration for Rt(φ) because φ presents a strong influence in the transmitter radiant intensity for the proposed
system depending on the Lambertian order m, as follows [14]:

Rt    cosm 

(2)

where the Lambertian order is defined by (3) using the
half-power angle φ½ [14]:

m

ln 2
.
ln(cos 1/2 )

(3)

In the particular case of this work, the half-power
angle is approximately 45° as shown in Fig. 6, and the light
fixtures were considered as a second order Lambertian
radiator (m = 2) for any direction within a plane parallel to
its diffuser. Thus, if Rt(φ) was considered as a constant, it
would lead to a compromised accuracy in the positioning
system due to erroneous distance measurements, and for
this reason the effect of φ in the distance measurement had
to be considered.

Fig. 6. Measured directivity of the light fixtures (in terms of
normalized Rt(φ)) with orientation φ = 0° (top) and
φ = 90° (bottom) within the plane parallel to the light
fixture diffuser.

Following those propositions, it was possible to
rewrite the RSS distance equation:

d

Pt
kA k R cos2 
k1Vm

(4)

where Vm is the voltage measured by the receiver which is
proportional to the light power sensed and the constants k1,
kA and kR are related respectively to the receiver conversion
gain from optical power to voltage, to the effective signal
receiving area of the photodiode and to the transmitter
radiant intensity.

Fig. 7. Setup assembled for the estimation of C.

Finally, as Pt is also a constant value because the
power transmitted is considered to be always the same, the
distance can be fitted in terms of Vm resulting in a numerical equation that can be used for multilateration:

d

1
cos 
C  Vm

(5)

where C was estimated in the experiment presented in
Fig. 7, in which the goal was to measure the value of Vm at
several distance values (d) with φ = 0° so that the curve
fitting shown in Fig. 8 could be accomplished.

Fig. 8. Plot of d versus Vm and curve fitting.
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3.2 Position Estimation with Multilateration
This work used multilateration for estimating the 3D
position of the mobile device inside the room. This method
consists in defining a set of equations based on Euclidian
distances which can be solved by using numerical approaches [1]. The system of equations for a multilateration
problem can be defined by (6).

 x  xi 

2

  y  yi    z  zi   d i  ei ;
2

2

i  0, , N  1; N  4

2

(6)

where (x,y,z) coordinate represents the unknown position,
(xi,yi,zi) represents the coordinate of the ith light fixture, di
the Euclidian distance between the ith light fixture and the
mobile receiver and ei is the error to be minimized by the
numerical solver algorithm of the system of equations.
In order to keep only 3 unknowns (x, y and z) in the
system of equations, the distance equation presented in the
previous sub-section can be rewritten in terms of (zi – z), as
cos φi = (zi – z)/di:

di 2 

1
 zi  z  ,
C  Vmi

(7)

and the estimated 3D coordinate p̂ could be found with N
as the maximum number of reliable transmitters detected in
each cycle of measurements, using the following equations:


1
2
2
2
 z0  z   e0 ,
 x  x0    y  y0    z  z0  
C

Vm0


1
 x  x1  2   y  y1 2   z  z1  2 
 z1  z   e1,

C Vm1
(8)




2
2
2
 x  xN 1    y  yN 1    z  zN 1 

1


 zN 1  z   eN 1,
C VmN 1



N 1

pˆ  arg min ei .
x, y ,z

(9)

i 0

4. Results
In order to check the effectiveness of the VLC IPS
designed, the mobile receiver was placed in several points
inside the room and its position was estimated by software
in the mini-computer using the procedure described by
Sec. 3.2. As the receiver could not detect all the transmitters in every position of the room due to limitations in the
amplification range of the receiver, the multilateration was
performed with the maximum number of transmitters detected for each point. This value for each position was
stored for further investigations.

Then, the position estimate for every measurement
was compared to the real position of the receiver in the
room (measured with a measuring tape with tolerance
±0.6 mm), so that the positioning error could be calculated.
This process was repeated three times and averaged for
every location p in each 50 cm of 0  x  4 m and
0  y  3.8 m axes of the semi-plane P with z = 0.85 m:

1 3
2
2
2
  xˆi  xreal    yˆi  yreal    zˆi  zreal   3D errorp , (10)
3 i 1
1 3
2
2
 xˆi  xreal    yˆ i  yreal   2 D errorp .

3 i 1

(11)

As described, the measurements were conducted in
half of the room’s area as the dimension of the room in axis
is 8 m. Thus, it is expected that the other half of the room
(for 4 < x  8 m) would present very similar results ideally,
as the room can be considered symmetrical. However, in
a real scenario there might be some variations due to the
effect of non-ideal diffuse reflections from the walls, which
were not considered in this work [17].
External interferences from daylight (which had much
lower amplitude than the artificial light inside the room)
and from other transmitters were mitigated by the techniques applied for light modulation and optical measurements. The idea was to modulate a pulsed signal in a short
period of time with a known shape and two light levels:
OFF (LED turned off) and ON (maximum light intensity).
This signal was modulated in one transmitter at a time,
while all the other were kept in ON level, avoiding unwanted flickering in the room. In the receiver side the signal was sampled, both levels were averaged and subtracted
from each other so that the amplitude of the pulses could be
measured individually and the effect of the day light and
interference from other transmitters could be eliminated.
This concept is shown in Fig. 9.
Another important information is that only the light
fixtures connected to transmitters were used and the
remaining light fixtures connected to the standard currentcontrolled power supplies were turned off during the tests.
After the calculation of the positioning errors for
every point p inside the semi-plane P with z = 0.85 m, the
2D error plane was plotted in Fig. 10 and the 3D error
plane in Fig. 11. The only difference between them is that
the z component of the error is considered for the 3D, while
it is not considered for 2D. And for both graphs it is possible to observe that the error is higher in the edges and especially in the corners of the room.
These figures give an accurate idea of the error plane
along with the room, while Figure 12 shows the semi-plane
P inside the room area and the exact position of the light
fixtures.
Following, the average and standard deviation of the
2D and 3D error measurements are presented respectively
by Tab. 1 and Tab. 2 with four different constraints. In both
tables the structure is similar, the first line represents the
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Fig. 12. Top view of the semi-plane P and area Atx, where the
positions of the light fixtures connected to transmitters
are represented by blue dots.
Fig. 9. Measurement of Vm from transmitters tx1, tx2 and tx3.

2D error

[cm]

[cm]

At any position

22.6309639

22.8296232

dwall  80 cm

11.6294646

4.75989936

Inside Atx

12.4215197

8.4426113

dwall  50 cm, inside Atx

8.70025085

4.39585211

Tab. 1. Mean and standard deviation of the 2D error.
3D error

[cm]

[cm]

At any position

31.3036092

24.2681113

dwall  80 cm

18.2487085

5.85954397

Inside Atx

21.1677697

7.802871054

dwall  50 cm, inside Atx

18.1285318

4.95921642

Tab. 2. Mean and standard deviation of the 3D error.

Fig. 10. Absolute value of the 2D positioning error at the semiplane P with height z = 0.85 m.

average and standard deviation for all the error measurements performed in the semi-plane P; in the second just the
measurements at least 80 cm far from the closest wall were
considered; in the third just the measurements inside the
area below the light fixtures connected to transmitters (Atx)
shown in Fig. 12; and the last line deals with the measurements inside the same area Atx, but excludes those closer
than 50 cm to the closest wall.

5. Discussion
One of the most straightforward and important outcomes from the figures presented in Sec. 4 is that the positioning error for both 2D and 3D is higher in the regions
closer to the walls and specially in the regions closer to the
corners. It might be explained by the fact that the walls of
the room are a source of reflection and close to those regions the accuracy of the distance measurements is degraded, causing higher positioning errors.

Fig. 11. Absolute value of the 3D positioning error at the semiplane P with height z = 0.85 m.

After these observations, it was evident that the
proximity of the walls plays an important role in the accuracy of the results output by the indoor positioning system.
In order to have a deeper understanding of this relation, it is
opportune to plot the positioning error versus the distance
of the closest wall.
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6. Conclusion

Fig. 13. Effect of the proximity of walls on 2D and 3D error.

In this work, a method for real-time indoor positioning based on multilateration using the RSS provided by
VLC was presented and deployed. In the proposed system,
the directivity of the light fixtures was corrected by a procedure described in Sec. 3.1. Further, in Sec. 3.2, a dynamic method to perform multilateration with as much transmitters as possible for improved accuracy was described.
Finally, in Sec. 4 it was explained how the measurements
mitigated the interference from daylight. In Sec. 4 it was
also shown that less than 10 cm average 2D error was
achieved in the best-case scenario while the average 2D
error at any position inside the test room was lower than
25 cm.
It was evident that the positioning error module might
depend on several variables. Section 5 presented some relations between the error and two of them: First, the distance
between the closest walls and the mobile device and
second, the distance between transmitters and receiver and
number of transmitters used in the multilateration.
The effect of the distance between the walls and the
mobile device on the error measurements might be
explained by the reflections of the walls. In other words,
the closer the receiver is from any of the walls, the higher
is the effect of reflected light from that wall in the position
estimation.

Fig. 14. Effect of n-lateration on 2D and 3D error.

Observing Fig. 13 it is evident that measurements
performed close to walls present a higher variance of error.
In addition, in the special case where the receiver is touching the walls, all the error values are above the corresponding 2D or 3D average error module at any position presented by Tab. 1 and Tab. 2. However, in spite of this connection, no linear, quadratic or exponential curve could be
fitted in the graph with R2 > 0.5 meaning that the relation of
the distance of the closest wall on the error measurement
might be very complex and/or dependent on other additional factors.
Following this investigation, it was also convenient to
understand the correlation of the positioning error with the
number of transmitters used for the multilateration (N) in
each measurement. This data is also somehow related to the
distance between the transmitters and the receiver because
in this case if the transmitters are not detected it usually
means that they are distant from the receiver in a way that
it would be out of its amplification range.
Observing Fig. 14 it is clear that multilaterations performed with more transmitters tend to have lower absolute
error values and lower variance. Another important fact is
that with trilateration (when only three transmitters are
used) the positioning error variance is higher than with
multilateration for any number of N. This statement is
reinforced by the fact that all 2D and 3D errors with a magnitude above 50 cm were registered for N = 3.

Following, the effect of the distance between the
transmitters and receiver on the positioning error could be
explained mainly by three reasons. Firstly, if Rt(φ) was not
perfectly estimated the higher d is, the higher is the error.
Secondly, the closer the receivers are to the transmitters,
the higher is the number of transmitters used in multilateration, minimizing errors generated by one or few erroneous
distance measurements. And thirdly, if the transmitters are
more distant to the receiver the value of Vm will be smaller
and closer to the noise floor of the receiver, this way decreasing the signal to noise ratio, what impacts negatively
on the accuracy of the measurements.
Further on, the imprecision of the measurements
could also be explained by several variables that were not
measured or were not considered, such as variation in the
dimensions of the light fixtures, variation of Pt for each
LED, errors in the definition of the transmitters’ coordinates, errors in the measurement of (xreal, yreal, zreal), Aeff not
being a constant and depending on the receiving angle ψ
and so on.
Regardless of which are the sources of error, the average 2D error magnitude achieved inside Atx with dwall 
50 cm was 8.7 cm while the overall average was 22.63 cm.
It means a similar system could be used for indoor positioning in places where relatively high accuracy is needed,
outstanding technologies such as GPS for indoor environments [2].
These statements are reinforced by the fact that with
a VLC IPS the same source of light might be used for illumination, communication, and positioning. In the particular
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case of the system proposed by this work, it was possible to
achieve a luminous efficacy of 75.8 lm/W. This is advantageous because it might lead to reduced operational costs as
the energy spent will be shared among illumination, positioning, and communication and to reduce installation costs
as only one infrastructure would be required for all these
three purposes.
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